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CANONICAL CORRELATION OF MORPHOLOGIC CHARACTERISTIC 

AND MOTORIC ABILITIES OF YOUNG JUDO ATHLETES 
 
1. INDRUCTION 
In last years problem in relations field are very actual between individual 

dimensions of anthropometric characteristic, and motoric abilities not only because 
they were not investigated but for  the reason that exist pronounced differences in age. 
Relation certification between motoric abilities and anthropometric characteristic 
presents basic problem which still is actual practical and theoretical problem which  
has big importance because of possibility formation of rational procedure for optimum 
orientation and young sportiest selection, planning controlling programming, training 
and  the efficient  tracking, of developing ethnic anthropometric characteristic (Gredelj, 
M., Hošek, A., Metikoš, D., & Momirović, K. (1975), regarding with this is well 
known that while in one motoric activity one type of anthropometric characteristic pre-
vents realizations of kinetic program same type in other motoric activity can be really 
favorable this can be seen in big number of investigations Malacko, J. (2002).. So the 
problem that appear regarding with this is component from finding statistically impor-
tant relations between some latency dimensions that match morphological characteris-
tic, and to some components of motor abilities which are relevant in some certain acti-
vities, in the manner that from one side to children of this age could be able to verify 
and to keep the desired anthropological harmony, while from other side to apply desi-
red educational technology of training process and actualization program contents. 

 
2. PROBLEM AND PURPOSE OF INVESTIGATION 
The problem of this study is to verify canonical connection between systems of 

anthropometric characteristic (10 variables) and system of motoric abilities (8 
variables) to young judo sportiest 16-17 ages. Respectively purpose of this project is to 
verify how to fits judo training with a judo possibilities, this would make possible one 
control progress and versatile this mean diagnostics preliminary situation, immediate 
control and cumulative of training process and training in general. 

 
3. INVESTIGATION METHODS 
3.1. Sample of subjects  
In sample from 80 young judo sportiest of four judo times from Prizren 16-17 

ages is implicated  system from in all 18 variables from which 10 anthropometric 
variables, and 8 variables motoric abilities, with a purpose to verify theirs mutual 
relations. 
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 3.2. Sample of variables 
• Sample of measure instrument for valuation anthropometric characteristic: 

1. Body length (LEBO) 
2. Length of the leg (LELE) 
3. Length of the arm (LEAR) 
4. Body weight (BOWE) 
5. Adipose tissue under skin of stomach (ATST)  
6. Adipose tissue under skin of triceps (ATTR) 
7. Adipose tissue under skin of biceps (ATBI) 
8. Adipose tissue under skin of sub scapulars (ATSS) 
9. Adipose tissue under skin of sub iliac a (ATSI) 
10. Adipose tissue under skin of list (ATSL) 

• Sample of measure instrument for valuation motoric abilities: 
11. Flamingo test for balance (FLBA) 
12. Taping for hands (TAHE) 
13. Reach sitting down position (RSDP) 
14. Long jump from place (LOJU) 
15. Squeeze palm (SQPA) 
16. Recumbence - sitting down (RESD) 
17. Support the knuckle (SUKN) 
18. Run there-hire (R10x5M) 

 
4. RESULT OF DISCUSSION 
With a purpose of verifying relations between two different systems of manifes-

ted variables anthropometric characteristic and motoric abilities were implicated ana-
lysis of canonical correlation. Purpose of this statistically method is formation of linear 
combination inside system of independent variables, but in the way that in such linear 
combination to exist maximal correlation. According to supposition that two implicated 
system dimensional anthropological of variables are linear connected. First were count 
descriptive parameters, then were done interpretation matrices of cross correlations in 
that case through characteristic equation solution were gain base of that equation (λ) 
while through Bartlett X -test is tested statistically importance of canonical correla-
tion coefficient (Rc). 

 
Table 1. Descriptive parameters of young judo athletes. 

 Variables N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. 
Deviation Skewness Kurtosis 

1 LEBO 80 155.00 190.00 172.4875 8.50911 .543 -.556 
2 LELE 80 46.90 105.40 63.5337 12.38364 1.479 2.508 
3 LEAR 80 80.00 114.00 93.8625 5.84557 .633 1.740 
4 BOWE 80 65.00 96.00 74.5750 6.37395 .980 .759 
5 ATST 80 .70 5.50 1.5287 .77086 2.415 8.872 
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 6 ATTR 80 .40 2.30 1.0313 .42474 1.271 1.192 
7 ATBI 80 .30 1.90 .8175 .28497 .903 1.465 
8 ATSS 80 .50 5.00 1.4400 .94743 1.825 3.474 
9 ATSI 80 1.00 6.40 1.8213 1.06470 2.166 5.496 
10 ATSL 80 .40 1.80 .8550 .28724 1.032 1.177 
11 FLBA 80 12.93 60.24 39.7641 13.90426 .042 -1.069 
12 TAHE 80 9.09 15.11 11.4526 1.72901 .628 -.451 
13 RSDP 80 16.00 36.00 25.6500 4.67717 .181 -.806 
14 LOJU 80 180.00 255.00 220.6625 16.88078 -.122 -.641 
15 SQPA 80 60.00 120.00 86.8750 11.83684 -.450 .160 
16 RESD 80 21.00 32.00 25.6125 2.24733 .411 -.255 
17 SUKN 80 36.55 77.22 55.6934 11.49958 -.177 -.897 
18 R10x5M) 80 17.13 23.78 20.8854 1.72034 -.325 -1.019 

 
In table 1, were given results of basic statistically parameters, information from 

chart show that young judo athletes in many tests have asymmetry in normal line, 
because theirs value are not more than 1.00 exception to variables: Length of the leg 
(LELE 1.479), Adipose tissue under skin of stomach (ATST 2.415), Adipose tissue under 
skin of triceps (ATTR 1.271), Adipose tissue under skin of sub scapulars (ATSS 1.825), 
Adipose tissue under skin of sub iliac a (ATSI 2.166), Adipose tissue under skin of list 
(ATSL 1.032), which values exceed the bigger value than 1.00 and show tolerated 
asymmetry from 18 variables 14 have positive asymmetry and 4 negative asymmetry. 

 
Table 2. Cross correlations morphological characteristics and motor abilities. 

 Variables FLBA TAHE RSDP LOJU SQPA RESD SUKN R10x5M) 
1 LEBO -.081 .192 -.020 .146 .662(**) -.025 .008 -.086 
2 LELE -.086 .271(*) -.117 .107 .454(**) -.003 -.019 -.086 
3 LEAR .001 .195 -.052 .151 .503(**) .129 .031 .030 
4 BOWE -.129 .208 .048 .029 .467(**) .035 -.009 -.152 
5 ATST -.116 .244(*) -.191 -.072 .204 -.050 -.079 -.159 
6 ATTR .046 .347(**) -.231(*) -.159 .096 -.132 -.050 -.115 
7 ATBI .002 .348(**) -.273(*) -.097 .206 -.106 -.161 -.084 
8 ATSS -.144 .327(**) -.243(*) -.072 .185 .004 -.075 -.104 
9 ATSI -.095 .304(**) -.194 -.104 .133 -.008 -.074 -.179 

10 ATSL -.057 .512(**) -.230(*) -.153 .122 -.114 -.173 -.115 
**  Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).    
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

 
Analysis of cross correlation matrix between system of anthropometric varia-

bles, and motor variables (table 2) were not observed that is shown high correlation and 
statistically important results between variables system. According to given results can 
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 be observed that motor variables squeeze palm (SQPA), show that have correlation 
statistically important with 7 anthropometric variables, while motor variables taping for 
hands (TAHE) show that have correlation statistically important with 4 anthropometric 
variables and motor variables reach sitting down position (RSDP) show that have 
correlation statistically important with 3 anthropometric variables. And other motor 
variables did not show that they have correlation statistically important with same 
anthropometric variables. 

 
Table 3. Significance of canonical correlation 

 Lambda – 
Prime 
λ 

Canonicl – R
Rc 

Canonical  
R-sqr.  

Chi-sqr. 
X² 

df p 

0 .117479 .786117 .617980 148.8341 80 0.00 
1 .307520 .663076 .439669 81.9554 63 0.05 
2 .548819 .455766 .207723 41.6990 48 0.72 
3 .692711 .390088 .152168 25.5164 35 0.87 
4 .817038 .283149 .080173 14.0438 24 0.94 
5 .888252 .258235 .066685 8.2357 15 0.91 
6 .951718 .182379 .033262 3.4393 8 0.90 
7 .984463 .124647 .015537 1.0883 3 0.77 

(λ=lambda, Rc =coefficients of canonical correlations, Rc² =coefficient of determination, Hi-square test χ2, df 
=degrees of freedom, p=statistical significance). 

 
With case authentication of relations between anthropometric characteristic and 

motoric abilities (table 3), with help of Bartlett’s measure chi-square test (χ2), is 
confirmed that the young judo sportiest exist wan pair of canonical correlation 
statistically important factor in the importance level p = 0.00 where first pair of 
canonical correlations factors is (Rc = 66), while other pairs of canonical correlations 
factors are not statistically important. 

  
Table 4. Canonical structure of anthropometric and motoric factors. 

 Nr.  Variables Fc 1  Fc 2 
1 LEBO .354176 .830472 
2 LELE .631445 .683180 
3 LEAR .226235 .733257 
4 BOWE .193433 .732311 
5 ATST .844752 .314210 
6 ATTR .902803 .198002 
7 ATBI .843671 .230397 
8 ATSS .838460 .280516 
9 ATSI .887137 .267786 
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10 ATSL .881676 .200450 
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 11 FLBA -.045718 -.099014 
12 TAHE .432037 .073883 
13 RSDP -.347995 .136843 
14 LOJU -.309408 .443176 
15 SQPA -.078577 .844606 
16 RESD -.202726 .240847 
17 SUKN -.122196 .002406 

M
ot

or
ic

 
ab

il
it

ie
s 

18 R10x5M) -.182567 .020835 
 

Based in motoric analysis of counted structure canonical factor in anthropome-
tric variables space and structure of canonical factors to motoric abilities (table 4),  is 
clearly seen that the first structure of canonical factors in anthropometric variables is 
component: adipose tissue under skin of stomach (ATST), adipose tissue under skin of 
triceps (ATTR), adipose tissue under skin of biceps (ATBI), adipose tissue under skin 
of sub scapulars (ATSS), adipose tissue under skin of sub iliac a (ATSI) and adipose 
tissue under skin of list (ATSL),  so that is interpreted as a canonical factor of  adipose 
tissue, and second structure of canonical factors of anthropometric characteristics is 
component: body length (LEBO), length of the leg (LELE) and length of the arm 
(LEAR), so that is interpreted as a canonical factor of longitudinal dimensionality. The 
first structure of canonical factors in motoric variables is can not be interpreted because 
of low values of motor variables, while second structure of canonical factors of motoric 
variables is component: squeeze palm (SQPA), so that is interpreted as a strong factor 
in shrinkage.  

 
5. CONCLUSION 
With case of canonical relations interpretations as is known were applied simple 

rule which said that linear grow of resulting value variables vector canonical factor 
from first space match proportionally linear grow of factors value resulting to vectors 
changes canonical from other space and conversely, with a condition that between 
these two variables system of different spaces to exist statistically important correla-
tion. So specifically in this study can be concluded that, based to first couple of canoni-
cal factor in motoric abilities space, young judo athletes achieve better result in strong 
squeeze palm, if they have better result on longitudinal dimensionality. While the lo-
west results in strong squeeze palm will be, if they don’t have the high value in anthro-
pometric characteristic and conversely. Even the first couple of canonical factors can 
not be interpreted in adequate way morphological structure of canonical factors beca-
use of lower information value of variables, in proportion with second canonical factor 
of anthropometric characteristic that is interpreted as a canonical factor strong factor in 
palm.  It’s possible that in this case that has to deal with variables motoric abilities that 
warn to young judo athletes of this age have not come yet one favorite’s extension of 
certain segments to anthropological characteristic. Study has fulfill expectations, be-
cause over basis of achievement result can be confirmed general assumption that, to 
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 young judo athletes 16-17 ages, exist statistically valid relations between anthropomet-
ric characteristic and motoric abilities. 
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CANONICAL CORRELATION OF MORPHOLOGIC CHARACTERISTIC AND 
MOTORIC ABILITIES OF YOUNG JUDO ATHLETES 

 
In sample from 80 young judo athletes aged from 16-17 year, was applied the 

system a total of 18 variables, of which 10 are morphologic characteristic and 8 
motoric abilities variables, with a purpose to determinate mutual report between each 
other, while the information were analyzed by using canonical correlation analysis. 
With case of authentication statistically important relation was achieve one pair of 
canonical correlations statistically important. In morphologic variables field the 
canonical factor is interpreted in first canonical structure is the consists of variables: 
adipose tissue under skin of stomach (ATST), adipose tissue under skin of triceps 
(ATTR), adipose tissue under skin of biceps (ATBI), adipose tissue under skin of sub 
scapulars (ATSS), adipose tissue under skin of sub iliac a (ATSI) and adipose tissue 
under skin of list (ATSL), so that is interpreted as a canonical factor of adipose tissue: 
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 And second structure of canonical factors of anthropometric characteristics is the 
consists of variables: body length: body length (LEBO), length of the leg (LELE) and 
length of the arm (LEAR), so that is interpreted as a canonical factor of longitudinal 
dimensionality. The first structure of canonical factors in motoric variables is can not 
be interpreted because of low values of motor variables, while second structure of 
canonical factors of motoric abilities is the consists of variables: squeeze palm 
(SQPA), so that is interpreted as a canonical factor of strong factor in palm. Based on 
structure analysis of matrix results of canonical factors results were shown that to 
young judo athletes of this age exist statistically valid correlations between canonical 
factor of anthropometric variables and canonical factor of variables to motoric 
abilities which is (Rc=77) that is statistically valid in level (P=00). 

Key words: canonical analysis morphologic characteristic, motoric abilities, 
relations, young judo athletes. 
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